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Soothing sleep sounds free app

I've always found listening to rain is relaxing. So, I was immediately drawn to that particular sound and initially set the machine timer for an hour at a time. When I focused on the soothing rain sound, I quickly discovered the only thing I did was put pressure on myself to fall asleep before the
timer stopped. At its worst, it's taken me over an hour to go to sleep. That's when I decided to start leaving the sound machine all night. That way, it would play on a constant stream if I woke up in the middle of the night. Since I live on a busy street, the likelihood of something like traffic,
construction or snowplows waking me up on any given night is very high. WalmartI won't lie and tell me the only reason I sleep better now is my sound machine, because it has taken a lot of effort to calm my thoughts and relax before bedtime. But I will say that I could not continue to sleep
peacefully without the sound machine as part of my nightly routine. There is something simply reassuring about having a light rain sound in the background that relaxes me even when I'm stressed. After years of sleepless nights, getting a good night's sleep now is priceless. For more help
going to asleep, check out:To discover more offers, shopping tips and budget-friendly product recommendations, subscribe to our Stuff We Love newsletter! Anyone who has ever had insomnia (including this girl here) knows that there are few things as frustrating as not being able to fall
and sleep at night. Getting regular, good sleep is so key to feeling good at all levels, and when the much needed rest is elusive, the effects can be felt for days. And while our blue-light emanating phones and devices can sometimes interfere with getting quality shut-eye, on the flipside, there
are lots of programs for insomnia that can help you finally go to bed. According to NPR, chronic insomnia affects about 10 to 15 percent of adults, while another 25 to 35 percent deal with occasional sleep issues. For people dealing with insomnia, a range of programs can help administer
CBT-I, or cognitive behavioral therapy that is designed to help insomnia. These programs [help] the patient understand the biology of sleep, NPR wrote. According to the American Sleep Association, sleep apps can perform a number of different functions, depending on what your needs
are. From tracking your sleep patterns, to helping you relax so you can go to sleep faster, sleep apps are ingenious devices to help you achieve better rest. And while there are basically eleven million sleep apps out there for you to choose from, the following either feature the most
groundbreaking application of sleep research, or proven traditional methods like guided meditations and progressive relaxation. You'll definitely want to take some for a ride, and see what works best for you. The Sleepio app is the companion app for the Sleepio course, which uses an
ethecle-based program to solve according to the Npr. The program aims to help users sleep faster, and sleep deeper with fewer interruptions in sleep cycles. Users can download the iOS app for free and any content in the app is available for purchase. According to their website, Relax
Melodies helps curb insomnia with over 100 relaxation sounds, binaural beats, white noise, and soothing melodies. Sleep enhancers guided meditations are also included, and the app is free for iOS or Android. In-app purchase options are also available to expand your Relax Melodies
content library. According to their website, Sleep Genius has been developed through research that is supposed to help NASA astronauts go to sleep. Healthline notes that the Sleep Genius app was designed to use sounds that help your brain through a complete sleep cycle so you can
sleep faster, sleep better and wake up at your body's optimal time. The Sleep Genuis app is available for $4.99 for iOS or Android, and features cut-edge sleep, relaxation, and power nap programs. According to their website, Pzizz helps curb insomnia through the use of audio sequences
that help optimize your sleep. So you can go to sleep and sleep while you wake up feeling refreshed. Pzizz is free to download for iOS or Android, and also offers in-app purchase options. Inscape is a guided meditation app that uses progressive relaxation, soothing sounds and atmospheric
music to help you go to sleep. According to inscape's website, by selecting a focus area in-app — there are sessions to help you sleep if you're struggling with insomnia — you can target the issues you want to focus on day to day. The app is free with in-app purchase options, but is only
available for iOS. Per sleep time page, the app's personal sleep analysis helps you track your sleep cycles, has smooth soundscapes to help you sleep, and wakes you gently with an alarm clock in the sleep phase so you wake up feeling refreshed. You will also get a detailed analysis of
each sleep session with the sleep analysis feature. The Sleep Time app is free for iOS and Android, and additional in-app purchase options are also available. Per the Headspace website, Sleep by Headspace is designed to promote a soothing bedtime experience as sleep sounds and
guided meditations help you sleep and rest deeply. New Headspace content, called sleepcasts, uses both audio and visualizations to create optimal conditions for deep, restful sleep. You can access Sleep by Headspace via the Headspace app — just make sure it's updated to the latest
version. Also note that while the basic Headspace meditation course is available for free, you must subscribe to access the entire library of content. Subscriptions are available for $12.99 per month, or you can pay an annual fee of $94.99. The app is free for Android or iOS, and in-app
purchases are also available. While insomnia and sleep problems aren't fun for anyone, you have lots of choices it is important to choose an effective efficient App. Whether you like a pre-bedtime meditation sesh, or more complex sleep cycle tracking, there is an app for almost any sleep
you need. So, experiment a little and get better sleep, my friendly matches. The best sleep apps can solve a big problem in our lives. Not getting enough shuteye can lead to you being able to concentrate, remember and even drive a vehicle. Adults need 8 hours of sleep each night, but
most Americans report an average of 6 hours. Fortunately, technology can help. On the Android and iOS app store, you'll find a variety of apps — sleep trackers, sleep therapy apps, and other tools designed to help you get a restful night's sleep. If you have trouble sleeping all night, the
best sleep apps can make a big difference to your health. The best sleep apps for Android and iOSSleep Cycle(Image credit: Sleep Cycle)Sleep Cycle takes the scientific method to wake you up after a good night's sleep. Using your smartphone accelerometer and other sensors to record
your sleep habits, the free sleep cycle theory app uses to wake you up at just the right time, ensuring you get optimal rest. Users set a time window (say a 30-minute distance) instead of a traditional pinpoint alarm time, and when the app determines that your sleep movement is just right, it
will ring the alarm to wake you up. In addition to the smart alarm, Sleep Cycle records your sleeping habits to track sleep quality over time. Download Sleep Cycle: Android, iOS(Image credit: SleepScore Labs)SleepScore takes a different approach to registering your sleep quality than some
of the other best sleep apps. It ditches wearables or the need to place your phone on the mattress to record your movement, instead using your phone's microphone and speakers as a sonar station to record your sleep movements. From this, the app gives you a sleep score and a variety of
metrics to measure your sleep quality. You can also access tips through SleepScore for how to prepare for better sleep, as well as a smart alarm clock. Premium subscribers get access to longer-term data tracking and more in-depth analysis, as well as a sleep report that you can share with
your doctor. A premium subscription costs $5.99 per month. Note: On Android, the sleep sonar feature is only certified for some phones such as the latest models of Samsung Galaxy, Note and Google Pixel.Download SleepScore: Android, iOS(Image credit: Headspace)Headspace is more
than just one of the best relaxation apps for mindfulness and guided meditation. The app also has a dedicated section for sleeping aids, with soothing guided meditation Sleepcasts – unwind exercises designed to prepare your mind for rest and relaxing music to help you get a good night's
rest. It's all on top of Headspace's rich library of free and premium guided meditations. Free Headspace users get a limited library guided meditations Sleepcasts, with premium subscribers paying $12.99 per month to access to library with more than 40 different courses and shorter
meditations. Download Headspace: Android, iOSSleepzy(Image Credit: Apalon Apps)Apalon's Sleepzy is the successor to the old Good Morning Alarm Clock app, adding enhanced sleep-tracking and sleep support features, as well as a smart alarm clock that takes into account your sleep
rhythms to find the optimal time to wake you up. This entry on our list of best sleep apps uses your phone's sensors (or Apple Watch) to track your sleep, allowing you to show your sleep quality, cycles and sleep debt over time; You can also log a Sleep Diary and set your sleep target goals.
The app is free and ad-supported, with a premium subscription that removes advertising and adds enhanced data tracking and sleep-noise recording. Download Sleepzy: Android, iOSSleepTime +(Image credit: Azumio)Sleep Time + by Azumio is another solid combination of sleep tracking
and smart alarm clock in our collection of best sleep apps. It uses your phone's sensors to measure the quality of your sleep and wake you up at the optimum time. In addition to the detailed dimensions and smart alarm features, Sleep Time+ comes with soundscapes to help you sleep and



HealthKit integration for iOS users. Download SleepTime +: Android, iOSNoisli(Image credit: Noisli)Noisli has a raves for its browser-based white noise generator that will help you focus and relax. Why not get the same effect with their mobile app? The mobile version of Noisli comes with an
offline soundboard of different types of white noise that you can mix, and then save for your own custom soothing sound combos or sleep aids. You can fire your custom mix and then set a sleep/fade out timer, and the app syncs with your Noisli account. Download Noisli: Android,
iOSPzizz(Image credit: Pzizz)Pzizz helps users glide gently in their sleep using a combination of music, words, sound effects and binaural beats to help you de-stress and re-energy. After users set a listening length (10 minutes to 10 hours), Pzizz generates a unique sleep sound track from
its library of built-in media. Users can adjust the volume levels of music, sound effects, and song tracks to achieve the desired effects; with more than 10 billion possible combinations of sound elements, the app won't repeat itself any time soon. The app comes with Sleep and Nap modules,
with a $9.99-a-month premium subscription unlocking richer soundscapes and a focus module. Download Pzizz: Android, iOSWhite House(Image credit: TMSoft)The White Noise app helps generate a soothing sound stage to help its users fall comfortably to sleep, making it one of the best
sleep apps around. The app comes with a variety of looped sounds, such as blowing winds, burning campfires or ocean waves, with additional tracks available as in-app purchases. In addition, you can create your own customized mix of sounds, mix and mix together to your taste. Other
features include a smart alarm clock, AirPlay support for iPhone users and a one configuration settings. Download White Noise: Android, iOSDigipill(Image credit: Digipill)Digipill has a variety of purpose-built guided meditation sessions and soundscapes called digipills, each designed for a
variety of purposes, with the relaxing T-Break digipill coming free, and the rest as in-app purchases. Of particular interest to light sleepers and insomniacs is the Sleep Deep module, which costs $3.99. It is designed to help you relax and drift away to sleep. Download Digipill: Android,
iOSCalm(Image credit: Calm.com)Calm is another relaxation app that finds a place on our list of best sleep apps. This download for guided meditation and mindfulness has a variety of programs to reduce stress and anxiety, which includes helping you get better sleep. Meditations run a
variety of lengths, from 3 to 25 minutes, and Calm also comes with a daily meditation, Sleep Stories designed to help you sleep, breathing exercises and more. It's pretty feature packed, which may explain its equivalent pricey monthly subscription of $14.99.Download Calm: Android,
iOSLucid Dreamer(Image credit: Guardians)Lucid Dreamer helps sleepers achieve lucid state by triggering an audio and visual cue on screen that trains sleepers to do a reality check, inspiring lucid dreaming. A built-in dream log then allows users to quickly write down their dreams and
store them, or share with the app's community. An in-app purchase of $6.99 unlocks a toolbox with additional features to help sleepers, such as a sleep cycle adjustment tool, custom music and audio options, and pre-sleep visuals and clues to help sculpt your dreamscape. Download Lucid
Dreamer: Android, iOSThe best sleep apps for iOSPillow(Image credit: Neybox Digital)Pillow takes a similar approach with sleep tracking, using your iPhone or Apple Watch sensors to track your sleep duration and quality. It then offers breakdowns on different sleep stages such as REM
and deep sleep, along with heart rate recording and sleep quality assessment, combined with Apple's built-in Health app. A smart alarm feature allows the app to gently make it easier for you to wake up when you're at your best at the best time based on your sleep activity and the time
you've set. The app comes with a variety of tracking features, and a $4.99 in-app purchase unlocks more, such as the ability to export your sleep audio recordings, detailed sleep tracking statistics over time, and a power nap mode for shorter bursts of sleep. AutoSleep(Image credit:
Tantsissa)AutoSleep is another sleep tracking app for iOS that leverages your Apple Watch sensors to both track sleep and assess the quality of your slumber. If you wear your watch to bed, then the app tracks your sleep activity and quality with onboard sensors. The app then sends you a
notification in the morning when you unlock your iPhone with report on your night's sleep quality and activity. Even if you don't wear your Apple Watch to bed, the app can still record at least duration, starting when you plug in the clock to charge. The best sleep apps for AndroidSleep As
Android(Image credit: Urbandroid)Sleep As Android is another excellent sleep cycle tracker and alarm that uses your phone's onboard sensors to track your sleep and helps you wake up at just the right time. In addition to the usual smart alarm and sleep logging features, Sleep As Android
offers such extras as a library of soothing sound cradles, natural sound cranks, and Captcha-style wake-up tests to make sure you've woken up properly, instead of clumsily fumbling for the alarm button. You can use the app for free for a test drive, but to get the full features, you'll need to
pay $99.99 for the unlocked version. Download Sleep as Android: AndroidPrimeNap: Sleep Tracker(Image credit: Boston IAB)PrimeNap: Sleep Tracker may not have the most creative name or sharpest interface, but it comes with some well thought out features, and an optional smart alarm
clock as an in-app purchase. PrimeNap does the usual sensor-assisted sleep logging, but it also includes a customizable activity log so users can record how their daily activities can affect their sleep. This best sleep app also includes a dream diary, cinema mode and red filter. An in-app
purchase unlocks a highly customizable sleep cycle alarm clock with more than 40 different parameters. Download PrimeNap: AndroidTwilight(Image credit: Urbandroid)The bright, backlit screens of smartphones and tablets radiate a lot of blue light that is said to mess with your body clock
and sleep cycle. On iOS, a Night Shift mode reduces blue light on the display. For Android users, the Twilight app does the same by automatically adjusting the colors on the phone's display based on the time of day, gently downplaying the blue and introducing a red filter as the evening
approaches and night falls. This results in a softer display that is easier on the eyes and less likely to mess with your sleep cycle. Download Twilight: AndroidSleepa(Image credit: Sound Sleep)Sleepa is another simple and helpful app that provides a variety of restful soundscapes that you
can easily mix and match together to create a relaxing atmosphere to help you fall asleep. The free app comes with a variety of audio categories, such as Rain &amp; Water, Nature &amp; Forest, and more technical sounds like white, pink and brown noise. Users can select and mix
sounds along with customizable volume levels and a sleep timer, and the app also comes with a variety of preset mixes. Sleepa supports ads, but an in-app purchase removes advertising and lets you save custom mixes. Sleep Well Hypnosis(Image credit: Surf City Apps)Surf City's Sleep
Well Hypnos app provides users with guided meditations designed to help you glide calmly to sleep. The sleep meditation support is read by a certified hypnotherapist, and comes with background noise, and a volume mixer for voice and background noise. A $299 in-app purchase within
within best sleep app unlocks premium features such as a range of background soundscapes, the ability to set up meditation on the loop and a Sleep Booster that uses binaural beats to help evoke a restful mood. Download Sleep Well Hypnosis: Android Android
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